Managing Strategies into Tactical Action

One Pointe Drive
Suite 320
Brea, CA 92821

714.388.1800 tel
714.388.1839 fax
www.projectnavigator.com

November 5, 2012
Anne Holden
Lahontan Water Board
2501 Lake Tahoe Boulevard
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150.
aholden@waterboards.ca.gov

Subject: Comments on the Draft Hinkley Groundwater Remediation EIR
(dated August 2012). Submitted by the Hinkley Community Advisory
Committee (CAC) and the Independent Review Panel (IRP) Manager

Dear Anne:
The Hinkley Community Advisory Community (CAC) thanks the Lahontan Water
Board for managing the formulation of the above Draft Environmental Impact
Report (EIR) and issuing the document for public comment in August, 2012. The
process and debate towards its final adoption is an important and necessary
milestone in the overall pathway towards an eventual cleanup of the Cr-6
impacted groundwaters in Hinkley, California. We also thank the Water Board for
the numerous briefings you have prepared for the Hinkley Community during the
past month describing the document, as well as extending the comment period.
The extra time has allowed for improved CAC/Community understanding and
improved comments.
In general, in the Independent Review Panel (IRP) Manager’s opinion, the overall
project requires a comprehensive, but simultaneously flexible EIR (which could
be modified, revised and amended in the future, as appropriate, as new, EIRrelevant data comes to light). The current draft EIR provides an excellent
framework, and is a high quality document.
The IRP Manager hopes that the Water Board will address the detailed
comments supplied by our EIR review consultant, Environmental Audit, Inc., and
use the comments, as appropriate, as the document is further discussed in the
months ahead. In the IRP Manager’s opinion, the document, as written, does
provide a broad framework for documenting and starting to understand the
effects of the proposed Hinkley groundwater remedies on the environment. In
one major aspect, though, further work does seem required in the issue of
secondary chemicals generation within the In Situ Reactive Zone (IRZ) and this
particular topic is of such major concern to the CAC, that they wish to go on
record, via these comments, of requesting that the EIR process be “suspended,”
and the IRZ systems “shut down” until more information is gathered.
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The IRP Manager has had lengthy discussions with the CAC on this matter, and
also is proposing that some major technical exchange sessions should occur,
wherein all relevant data, and conversely data gaps, are reviewed.
Our comments are provided via three main Attachments to this cover letter,
namely:
1. Detailed EIR document review comments prepared by the EIR specialist
firm, Environmental Audit, Inc. of Placentia, CA. (www.envaudit.com).
2. Comments by the IRP Manager specific to the In situ Reactive Zone
(IRZ) and the present generation of secondary chemicals, and
3. Data collected by CAC Member Mr. Nick Grill for manganese in the
vicinity of the IRZ.
More detailed discussions on each of these topics now follows:
1. General Comments on the EIR Prepared by Environmental Audit, Inc.
Environmental Audit, Inc. (EAI) was retained by the IRP Manager on behalf of the
CAC to review the EIR. Their retention by the IRP Manager was made possible
via the guidelines established in the Hinkley CAC’s Memorandum of Agreement
(MOA) between the CAC and PG&E. This allows for specialty expertise to be
retained by the IRP Manager to assist the CAC, when deemed necessary and
appropriate.
EAI’s comprehensive comments are provided in Attachment A. In particular, the
CAC and IRP Manager wish to highlight the following EAI comments:
a. The Environmental Impacts of Remediation Activities in the IRZ
Have not been Fully Evaluated. Namely, the draft EIR only
addresses the impacts associated with Cr6 contamination and
cleanup. Secondary, IRZ-produced, chemicals of concern, such as
manganese and arsenic require further evaluation. More on this topic
is discussed by the IRP Manager in the following Section 2.
b. Comprehensiveness of Health Risk Assessment (HRA). The EIR
contains a HRA for diesel truck emissions and above ground
construction activities related to the implementation and operations of
a remedy. Related to the above comment (1.a.), no HRA
computations were performed for other potential exposure pathways,
such as those created by secondary chemicals.
c. The Relative Phasing of the EIR and the Pending Background
Study Needs to be Thought Through. The new planned background
study, which is at a work plan review status by the Water Board, will
generate information on naturally occurring Cr6 background levels
that will ultimately be used in establishing project cleanup goals. EAI’s
review points out the dilemma as to which document should be
completed first, strongly suggesting that background Cr6 numbers are
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a precursor to the final grand approval of the EIR. The IRP Manager
strikes more of a middle ground believing that the current, flexible,
document (viewed as an “amendable EIR framework”) can be pushed
to completion, but then subsequently amended, as necessary, when
background Cr6 levels are determined, perhaps more than 2 years
from present.
2. IRP Manager Comments Specific to the In situ Reactive Zone (IRZ) and
the Present Generation of Secondary Chemicals.
The CAC has also become concerned about how well the operating performance
of the IRZ systems are understood. It has been well documented that the
reductive processes occurring within the IRZ, while immediately conducive to the
reduction of Cr6 to Cr3, also liberate secondary chemicals of concern, most
notably manganese and arsenic. The draft EIR discusses these processes and
relevant data at pages 3.1-31 and onwards. Figure 3.1-9 shows IRZ data for
arsenic, while Fig 3.1-11 shows similar information for manganese. (Both Figures
appear to have been prepared by PG&E and submitted to ICF and the Water
Board for the EIR. Also, the timing of collection of the IRZ’s arsenic and
manganese data displayed in EIR Figures 3.1-9 and 3.1-11, respectively, is
unclear. This is important since the recent As and Mn measurements made by
CAC Member Mr. Nick Grill have been made within the last few months).
At page 3.1-32 of the draft EIR, the following is stated: “….the in situ remediation
of the chromium plume has resulted in temporary and localized increase of
arsenic in parts of the plume area. Based on experience with in-situ remediation,
arsenic (and other byproducts) concentration increases in correlation to the
amount of injected organic carbon, and then decreases in time as the organic
carbon is consumed by microbial action. Arsenic levels in groundwater increase
from less than 1 ppb to 15 ppb in areas up to 500 feet downgradient of the
carbon injection point. Prior studies have indicated that after carbon amendment
ceases, in-situ remedial byproducts declined back toward initial levels within
several months to over a year, as organic carbon levels dropped. Current data
shows arsenic as a by product only within the chromium plume, and not beyond
the plume boundaries.” Later on page 3.1-33 under descriptions of the
manganese and its release phenomenon, a similar statement is made; namely
“Current data shows manganese as by product only within the chromium plume,
and not beyond the plume boundaries.”
It is this last statement which concerns the CAC. Under the leadership of CAC
Member Mr. Nick Grill the CAC has now had the opportunity to review
groundwater samples collected by Mr. Grill from domestic wells to the immediate
west of the IRZ. Also, previously, for use in discussions between the CAC and
PG&E, the IRP Manager prepared a 3D plot of manganese data at the IRZ (see
Figure 1). Subject to the limitations of available PG&E data, the IRP Manager’s
Figure 1 appears to show that the manganese is contained within the IRZ area.
This is in contrast to the new manganese data from Mr. Grill which appears to
show elevated manganese readings outwith and to the west of the IRZ.
The IRP Manager has reviewed Mr. Grill’s findings, and they have also been
discussed at length at CAC Meetings. It this data, to a large extent, which is
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driving the CAC towards their opinion that the IRZ should be “shut down,” until
more comprehensive sampling occurs, and the IRZ processes and PG&E’s
believed “containment” is better understood.
From an IRP Manager’s perspective, taken at face value, and with no knowledge
about the accuracy of the sampling exercise, Mr. Grill’s highest magnitude data
points (provided in Figure 2) display as the two (red colored) western data points
in Figure 1. Such observations, implying a release of manganese beyond the
bounds of the IRZ and the Cr6 plume boundary (also supported by anecdotal
comments made by other community members at the CAC monthly meetings)
causes the CAC to ask the IRP Manager to raise this issue in this EIR comments
package. In addition, the IRP Manager has overlain the IRZ manganese Figure
from the EIR over the aforementioned 3D data display, and the result is shown in
Figure 3. The EIR claims that “based on available data,” there appears to be no
release of Mn to the west. (Draft EIR, p.3.1-33). It should be noted, however, that
EIR Figure 3.1-11 does not show any information being collected to the west side
of the plume. Mr. Grill’s data appears to be one of the first manganese sampling
efforts in this area. During August 2012, the Water Board also sampled some
domestic wells in this area (see Figure 2), but measured manganese
concentrations two to three orders of magnitude less than Mr. Grill’s
measurements.
Despite the variation in manganese readings to date at domestic wells to the
west of the IRZ, the CAC has asked the IRP Manager to express their concern
about the ability of the IRZ to contain generated chemicals.
The CAC met on November 1, 2012 to discuss the EIR, the IRZ, and what
comments should be submitted specific to the above issue. After significant
discussion, which involved the IRP Manager, the IRP Manager was directed to
specifically comment as follows regarding the IRZ, and its ongoing operations
relevant to the EIR. The CAC believes that too little is understood about
secondary by-product generation in the form of arsenic and manganese,
and that until a better understanding of the systems operations is gained,
the IRZ should be “switched off.” “Switching off” could also entail simply
eliminating the present injection of ethanol, while at the same time attempting to
use the current IRZ system for some form of hydraulic control.
In his role of providing candid technical advice, the IRP Manager has discussed
with the CAC some of the ramifications of this action. These included eliminating
the sole mechanism at the Cr6 plume hot spot location for treating Cr6, which
could lead to downgradient releases of Cr6, and thereby possible impacts on
plume shape and size.
The IRP Manager also discussed with the CAC a variety of other approaches
which could be considered to address the manganese and arsenic issues. They
include the following, and the IRP Manager offers these ideas to the Water Board
for deliberation and discussion:
1. Consider the installation of additional new monitoring wells adjacent to
the IRZ area to definitively prove and monitor containment. This could
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be accomplished as part of the pending new groundwater monitoring
Order.
2. Evaluate if there is an improved (lower, most likely) optimal dosing of the
carbon source which would still treat Cr6, but minimize by-product
formation. Consider an optimization program for the in situ reaction zone.
PG&E may have already performed such work as they arrived at ethanol
as the carbon source. Past work on the IRZ and its predicted
performance should be dusted off and reviewed versus actual operating
performance.
3. Better quantify the actual quantities of arsenic and manganese being
generated relative to Cr6 being treated, and thereby assess from a risk
mitigation and health risk evaluation perspective what is the appropriate
decision-making regarding the IRZ (related to 1.b., above), and finally
most importantly,
4. Immediately convene technical exchange meetings on the above, prior
to any actions being taken, so that the right decisions can be made for
the Hinkley Community as a whole. Viz: the need to balance the
perceived risks of temporarily generated, and possibly contained (but
not yet definitively proven in the minds of the CAC) manganese and
arsenic Vs the upsides of in situ Cr6 plume hot spot treatment, which in
the long-term appears to be the most expeditious way to remediate the
entire plume to background levels.
Manganese Data Collected by Mr. Nick Grill to the West of the IRZ
The manganese monitoring data collected by Mr. Nick Grill is provided in
Attachment B. This is the data which is shown in Figure 2, and is plotted in
Figure 1. (Figure 2 also lists Water Board collected data. The Water Board
measurements are significantly less than those made by Mr. Grill).
The CAC and the IRP Manager thank you for the opportunity to submit these
comments on the draft EIR. Obviously the issue which is most pressing on the
CAC’s agenda pertaining to the completeness of the EIR, is the IRZ and its
associated generation of secondary chemicals. We hope that that the Water
Board can meet with the CAC soon, and involve PG&E, to immediately devise
solutions and action items regarding the IRZ.
Please feel free to contact any CAC Member or me at 714-863-0483 or at
iwebster@projectnavigator.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Ian A. Webster, Sc.D.
IRP Manager
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Attachment A: Comments on the Draft EIR by Environmental Audit, Inc.
Attachment B: Domestic Well Manganese Measurements made by CAC
Member Mr. Nick Grill
Figure 1: IRP Manager’s 3D data display for Manganese at the IRZ. Monitoring
data was supplied by PG&E. Data supplied by Mr. Nick Grill has been added.
Figure 2: Manganese monitoring data collected and provided by Mr. Nick Grill.
Figure 3: IRP Manager’s 3D display for Manganese at the IRZ overlain with
similar Manganese data displayed in a Figure from the Draft EIR.
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ATTACHMENT A

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT, INC. ®
1000-A Ortega Way, Placentia, CA 92870-7162
714/632-8521 FAX: 714/632-6754
33rd ANNIVERSARY
email:dbright@envaudit.com

November 5, 2012
Project No. 2800
Ian Webster
Project Navigator
One Pointe Dr., Suite 320
Brea, California 92821
Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report, Comprehensive Groundwater
Cleanup Strategy for Historical Chromium Discharges from PG&E’s Hinkley
Compressor Station
Dear Mr. Webster:
Environmental Audit, Inc. (www.envaudit.com) was retained by Project Navigator, Ltd., in its role of
Hinkley Community Advisory Committee (CAC) Independent Review Panel (IRP) Manager to assist the
CAC review and comment on the above document. We have met with both the CAC and the IRP
Manager in conjunction with our review of the document. We also attended a Water Board Public
briefing on the EIR held in Hinkley on October 16, 2012, and participated in the regularly scheduled CAC
Monthly Community Meeting held on October 25, 2012.
Environmental Audit, Inc. offers the following comments on the draft EIR:
1. Notice of Preparation/Initial Study (NOP/IS)
•

The NOP, issued November 24, 2010, refers to the preparation of a Subsequent EIR. Sometime
after the release of the NOP, a decision was made to change the document from a Subsequent
EIR to a stand‐alone EIR. The reason for this change was not discussed in in the Draft EIR. An
explanation should be provided as to the reasons for the change in approach relative to CEQA
compliance.

2. Project Description
•

The term “background level” refers to the water quality that existed before the discharge. The
studies conducted to determine background levels were conducted after the PG&E release.
Therefore, the accuracy of the background contaminant concentrations used in the EIR is
questionable. The Water Board is requiring that PG&E conduct a new background study. We
recommend that PG&E and the Water Board agree on a compliance schedule for completing the
background study, as its results are important to the groundwater remediation efforts. It is
difficult to determine appropriate clean‐up methods, requirements, and related environmental
impacts when the ultimate goal (background concentrations) is in a state of flux. The EIR’s
environmental setting and potential environmental impacts may need to be updated when the
results of the new background study is completed. The background study is not an activity that
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•

•
•

•

requires CEQA compliance, so PG&E should be required to implement the study as soon as
possible (and not wait for a new Clean up and Abatement Order (CAO)).
The Draft EIR only addresses the impacts associated with Cr(VI) contamination and cleanup. The
impacts associated with cleanup of other contaminants in the aquifer (e.g. manganese, iron,
arsenic and uranium) are not evaluated in the EIR. Therefore, by definition, the environmental
impacts of remediation activities (both the interim actions and long‐term) have not been fully
evaluated and disclosed.
Instead of describing a proposed project, the Draft EIR evaluates 6 alternatives. It thereby
maintains project “flexibility,” and delivers a comprehensive platform for EIR decision‐making.
However, the EIR needs to define the “CEQA Project.”
Page 2‐6 Section 2.5.1. Affected wells "are those that do not meet federal, state, and local
drinking water standards." Where no federal, state, or local standard yet exists, as is the case
for Cr(VI), public health based goals (PHG) are appropriate to employ in “affected wells decision‐
making.” The PHG for Cr(VI) is 0.02 ppb, but current technology does not allow for detection of
Cr(VI) at 0.02 ppb, i.e., 0.06 ppb is the current laboratory detection limit for Cr(VI). Therefore,
“affected wells” are those that contain a Cr(VI) concentrations equal to or greater than 0.06
ppb. The relationship between affected wells and background concentrations is unclear.
Figures ES‐2 and 2‐2b. The figures summarize data from 4th Quarter 2011 sampling results. No
information was provided to explain how the plume labeled as “approximate” 3.1 ppb level was
determined in the northern portion of the plume. Sampling data are not available in this
portion of the plume, so the method used to define the plume should be provided.

3. Water Resources and Water Quality
•
•
•

•

•

Page 3.1‐8. The term acre‐feet should also be defined in terms of gallons as the general public is
more familiar with gallons as a form of measurement.
The EIR does not provide a definition for “water supply well.”
The EIR should quantify whether or not groundwater with elevated Cr(III) or Cr(VI) or other by‐
product concentrations are being used for showering, washing dishes, landscape watering, etc.
The EIR should have included a health risk assessment that evaluates these potential exposure
pathways. Page 3.1‐16, second to last paragraph. The term “SCRIA project” should be defined.
Page 3.1‐13, fourth bullet, indicates that where cleanup to background is infeasible, cleanup
standards will be set at the lowest concentrations for the individual pollutant that, among other
things, consider cumulative risks taking into account different routes of exposure and other
pollutants. Considering that contaminated groundwater has been a long‐term problem in
Hinkley, a discussion of health risks associated with Cr(VI) and other remediation by‐products
should have been included in the EIR. (The only HRA in the EIR was prepared for diesel truck
emissions and ex‐situ construction).
Page 3.1‐28, third paragraph. This paragraph indicates that PG&E submitted a Proposed Work
Plan for Evaluation of Background Chromium in the Upper Aquifer of the Hinkley Valley, which
proposes additional data to expand on the 2007 Background Study Report. The paragraph
further indicates that the Water Board Staff is reviewing the proposed background study and
considering the need for peer and/or expert review, so any new study will yield a valid, credible
and defensible result. The results of the new background study should be incorporated into the
Final EIR and the Final EIR should be revised and updated to reflect the latest data and
information, as well as updating any environmental impact analysis.
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•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Page 3.1‐33, second complete paragraph, states that current data shows manganese as a by‐
product only within the chromium plume and not beyond the plume boundaries. Please provide
a reference for these comments. It is not clear from the data provided if samples were taken
outside of the chromium plume area to verify that no elevated concentrations of manganese
exist outside of the chromium plume area.
Figure 3.1‐12. The units on the figure (e.g., 8 ft/yr) appear to be incorrect as water is measured
in volume.
Page 3.1‐38, under In‐Situ Treatment Experience to Date, first bullet point. The document
should explain why ethanol is now favored for in‐situ treatment. Also, 95% ethanol is used for
in‐situ treatment – what component makes up the other 5%? The water quality impacts of this
chemical should also be addressed, as the total amount injected over the period of all
remediation activities will be substantial. Also at the last bullet point in the same paragraph, a
reference or data should be provided to support the statement that “The secondary byproducts
also tend to reduce over time and distance from the reducing zone when exposed to oxidizing
conditions in non‐treated groundwater.”
As indicated in the EIR (Section 3.1.7 Significance Criteria) for Cr(VI), page 3.1‐46, if and when an
MCL is established for Cr(VI), it may not matter, because PG&E is required to cleanup Cr(VI) to
background conditions, i.e., defined as 3.1 ppb Cr(VI), at this time. If the MCL for Cr(VI) is set at
a concentration lower than the current background level, it suggests that the project will not
require cleanup of the impacted groundwater to concentrations that are acceptable for human
consumption. If, however, an MCL is established that is higher than the current background
concentration, then there is no issue. PG&E is required to provide replacement water for any
water supply well with a Cr(VI) concentration equal to or greater than 0.06 ppb (Section 2.5.1).
However, when and if an MCL is established, the MCL will become the criterion. If an MCL is set
below the background level, Cr(VI) will not be remediated to the MCL.
Significance Criteria, pages 3.1‐46 through 3.1‐49. For remediation byproducts, different
significance criteria and boundaries are used as compared to the chromium contamination.
Impacts are considered significant when remedial actions cause an increase in concentrations of
total chromium within a water supply well within 1 mile of the defined chromium plume. Yet
impacts for byproducts are considered significant when remedial actions cause an increase in
concentration of byproducts within one‐half mile upgradient or one quarter mile cross gradient
of a water supply well. It is recommended that the significance criteria for byproduct
contamination should be further discussed and made consistent with chromium contamination
(1 mile).
Page 3.1‐70, Alternative 4C‐2. The EIR indicates that plume bulging can occur but will be
mitigated as necessary. We recommend that further discussion be included to justify that the
mitigation measures provided to minimize plume bulging are, in fact, adequate to control and
monitor this impact. Mitigation should include monitoring outside the plume to assure that
hydraulic control of the plume has, and will, continue to be maintained.
Page 3.1‐90, WTR‐MM‐2. This mitigation measure should identify timeframes for
implementation, including implementation of the “comprehensive program” to determine
adversely affected wells and implementation of alternative water supplies, if necessary.
Pages 3.1‐92 through 3.1‐94, Mitigation Measure WTR‐MM‐2a and b, the definition of actually
and potentially affected wells. New wells are currently being installed to define the plume and
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

additional wells may be installed as remediation progresses. It is not clear in the EIR how these
mitigation measures apply to new wells where existing background data currently does not
exist. In addition, a portion of these mitigation measures will rely on future water quality
modeling. Also, the potential to employ different models, or updates to existing models, should
also be provided.
Mitigation Measure WTR‐MM‐2b, Monitoring, page 3.1‐94. This mitigation measure requires
initial monitoring of domestic and agricultural wells within one‐mile downgradient or cross‐
gradient or any proposed in‐situ or agricultural treatment unit. Mitigation Measure WTR‐MM‐
2b, should also require monitoring for remedial activity byproducts in domestic and agricultural
wells within one mile of any in‐situ or agricultural treatment unit on a twice yearly basis (as
opposed to within one‐half mile down gradient and one quarter‐mile cross gradient). The
chromium plume has expanded, appears to have not been completely defined. This observation,
in part is what is driving numerous Community complaints that the plume may not be confined,
and that by‐products are being detected in wells outside the IRZ. Therefore, mitigation
measures in the EIR must be formulated with the objective of assuring that further degradation
of water quality in wells is prevented.
Page 3.1‐96, Monitoring. PG&E should immediately conduct initial monitoring of groundwater
levels and water quality in more domestic and agricultural wells. At time of writing, we
understand that the Water Board has a draft Amended CAO (No. R6V‐2008‐0002‐A4), which will
require PG&E to submit a new groundwater monitoring work plan which will take into account
domestic well Cr(VI) data in the siting of new groundwater monitoring wells. PG&E should not
have to wait until a new Cleanup and Abatement Order is provided to complete these types of
studies. There are no new environmental impacts associated with monitoring of existing wells.
Delays in implementing effective remediation measures have resulted in expansion of the
chromium plume and any additional delays must be minimized.
Mitigation Measure WTR‐MM‐3. This measure requires the preparation of a Boundary
Monitoring Plan (BMP) and a Contingency Plan for AUs but provides no information or
requirements on what constitutes a BMP or Contingency Plan. In order to be considered
mitigation, requirements, performance standards, and similar information needs to be provided
to show how the BMP or Contingency Plan would be considered as mitigation.
Mitigation Measure WTR‐MM‐8. This mitigation measure requires that the treated water be
sampled on an annual basis to demonstrate that the water quality of the source is acceptable
for freshwater injection. We recommend that the water be sampled more frequently because
of the complex groundwater issues involved with the remediation efforts.
Manganese Mitigation Plan. It does not appear that the environmental impacts associated with
implementation of the existing Manganese Mitigation Plan have been included in the EIR. We
recommend that the key elements of the mitigation measures in the Manganese Mitigation Plan
should be included in the Mitigation Monitoring Program, and also included in the Cleanup and
Abatement Order to assure that the requirements are ultimately enforceable.
It is possible that increased project groundwater pumping for agricultural treatment may also
result in uranium and other associated radionuclide concentrations in groundwater; but the
potential for this impact to occur is currently not well understood due to limited data. Increased
concentrations of these contaminants could lead to significant health risks due to exposure. We
recommend that these risks should be further discussed in the EIR.
Page 3.1‐98, Mitigation Measure WTR‐MM‐5. There are no dates or requirements for when the
investigations required under this mitigation measure would occur. There should be a
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discussion added on to include enforceable compliance dates associated with implementation of
the investigation on TDS, uranium, and other radionuclide levels.
4. Hazards and Hazardous Materials
• Ethanol is a flammable material. The EIR indicates that 95% ethanol is used for in‐situ
remediation. The potential hazards associated with ethanol storage, transportation, and use
should be considered in the EIR.
5. Geology and Soils
•

Page 3.4‐7, Local Geology. The references to the local geology rely on references from PG&E. A
better general reference for existing geology would be data from the U.S. Geological Survey or
California Geologic Survey or other similar type of reference.

6. Air Quality
•

•

•

Page 3.5‐37, Mitigation measure AIR‐MM‐3. The mitigation measures should be consistent with
the CARB ACTM for truck idling and idling should be limited to 5 minutes, instead of 3 minutes.
Startup emissions are generally more than idling emissions. Frequent start up and shutdown of
truck engines could actually result in higher emissions as opposed to reduced emissions.
Tables 3.5‐11 and 3.5‐12 on page 3.5‐26. For Alternatives 4C‐3 and 4C‐5 the emissions totals are
underreported when compared to Appendix D. Since Appendix D does not contain Table
numbers or page numbers to easily identify the information, the Tables referenced are
identified by the title of the page and the electronic version page number. The supporting
documentation to the Construction Emissions Summary in Appendix D (electronic page 13)
appears to omit the paving emissions associated with the treatment facility for Alternatives 4C‐3
and 4C‐5. The URBEMIS Construction Emissions Associated with Offroad Equipment and
Fugitive Dust Table in Appendix D (electronic page 20) quantifies paving emissions associated
with the treatment facility as 4.51, 32.65, 16.96, 1.77, and 1.63 pounds per day of ROG, NOx,
CO, PM10, PM2.5, and CO2, respectively, which are not included in the Alternative 4C‐3 and
Alternative 4C‐5 Tables (electronic pages 17 and 19, respectively). The Alternatives Tables for
alternatives are consolidated into the Construction Emission Summary. Consequently, the
Construction Emissions Summary does not include the paving emissions for Alternatives 4C‐3
and 4C‐5, which in turn, is reported in Table 3.5‐11 and 3.5‐12. Therefore, the construction air
quality impacts from these alternatives are understated.
Tables 3.5‐17 and 3.5‐18 on page 3.5‐34. It is unclear in the supporting documentation to the
Construction Emissions Summary in Appendix D (electronic page 13) if the CO2e emissions have
been calculated correctly. No details are presented in Appendix D detailing the CO2e emissions
conversions from pounds per day as reported in the URBEMIS Construction Emissions
Associated with Offroad Equipment and Fugitive Dust Table (electronic page 20) to the No‐
Project and Alternatives Tables (electronic pages 14 through 19). The CO2e emissions are
summarized in the Construction Emissions Summary and in turn reported in Tables 3.5‐17 and
3.5‐18. Therefore, the project impacts on climate change could not be verified.
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•

It is unclear in the supporting documentation to the Construction Emissions Summary in
Appendix D (electronic page 13) if the omission of the paving emissions that occurred for criteria
pollutant emissions also occurred for CO2e emissions. For Alternatives 4C‐3 and 4C‐5, the
emissions totals may have been underreported when compared to Appendix D.
It is recommended that Table and page numbers be added to the Appendix for easier
referencing.

7. Noise
•

•

Page 3.6‐8, Existing Noise Levels, 2nd paragraph. The statement is made that the 60 Ldn contour
for SR 58 is about 425 from the road and the 65 Ldn contour is about 200 feet from the road and
references Table 3.6‐9. Table 3.6‐9 indicates that a 60 Ldn contour (28,000 ADT) would be about
790 feet. The calculation of the 60 Ldn and 65 Ldn contours for the SR 58 should be provided.
The proposed project could result in significant construction noise impacts (see Table 3.6‐15,
3.6‐17, 3.6‐19, 3.6‐21, 3.6‐23, and 3.6‐25). As explained below, these noise impacts are
expected to remain significant following mitigation. These noise impacts show noise levels that
exceed County noise ordinance levels (55 dBA daytime) up to 4,456 feet or close to one mile
away. The EIR indicates that Mitigation Measure NOI‐MM‐1 would minimize noise impacts to
less than significant by requiring a Noise/Vibration Control Plan but there is no requirement that
shows how significant noise impacts (up to 93 dBA at 50 feet) would be reduced to 55 dBA.
Some homes are expected to be within 200 feet of construction activities, so construction noise
impacts at these locations would be above 80 dBA. None of the suggested measures can be
expected to reduce noise impacts by 25 dBA. Therefore, it appears that construction noise
impacts will remain significant.

8. Biological Resources
•

Page 3.7‐47, paragraph. Please identify the Habitat Conservation Program referenced in this
mitigation measure.

9. Cultural Resources
•

Page 3.8‐27, Mitigation Measures CUL‐MM‐1, first paragraph. Suggest that the cultural
resources surveys be limited to areas proposed for construction activities. The entire project
area, as defined in the project description, includes the chromium plume and the one‐mile area
surrounding the plume. The mitigation should not require cultural resources surveys in areas
where no remediation or construction activities are proposed.

10. Other CEQA Topics
•

The Cumulative Impact Analysis needs to include past, present and reasonably foreseeable
future projects (CEQA Guidelines Section 15130). Therefore, the Analysis should recognize and
discuss all existing and any previous Water Board Orders, and related remediation activities
completed by PG&E in the Hinkley Valley.

I. Webste
er
Novembe
er 5, 2012
Page 7
•

ble 4‐4. The potential
p
impacts of “local aquifer draw
wdown” and ““aquifer
Paage 4‐46, Tab
co
ompaction” should
s
be iden
ntified in Table 4‐4 (they aare blank in th
he Draft EIR).
Paage 4‐59, Identifying the Environmenta
E
ally Superior A
Alternative. TThe EIR does not identify a
single environm
mentally supe
erior alternattive; so this deecision‐makin
ng still needs to occur. Thee EIR
sh
hould provide
e the reader more
m
insightss into the pathh forward beyyond this doccument, and
discuss how th
he Hinkley Community willl have the oppportunity for input.

eral Mitigatio
on Issues
11. Gene
•

•

n order to enssure that the mitigation measures and project revisiion identified
d in the EIR are
In
im
mplemented, the Water Bo
oard is requirred to adopt a mitigation m
monitoring prrogram (MMP
P)
(C
CEQA Guidelin
nes Section 15097). The public
p
should be allowed to
o review and comment on
n the
MMP.
M
Most optimally, the MMP needs to establish aand enforce m
mitigation meeasures, and sset
co
ompliance tim
meframes, wh
hich will furth
her help in thee implementaation of futurre remediatio
on
acctivities.
Mitigation
M
measures should
d be considerred for inclusiion in the Final Cleanup an
nd Abatement
Order
O
issued by
b the Water Board to ensu
ure the mitig ation measurres are enforcced.

In conclussion, we thank the CAC and the IRP Manager for seleecting and alllowing Enviro
onmental Aud
dit to
be of assisstance to the
e CAC and Hin
nkley Community, and preppare these co
omments on tthe Draft EIR..
Should yo
ou require furrther assistance or have qu
uestions, pleaase do not heesitate to conttact me at 71
14‐
632‐8521.
Respectfu
ully submitted
d,
DIT, INC.
ENVIRONMENTAL AUD

Debbie Brright Stevens
Senior Vicce President

Managing Strategies into Tactical Action

RE: CAC and IRP Manager Comments to the Draft EIR
Hinkley Groundwater Remediation Program

ATTACHMENT B

Client Name:Terawatt Construction Inc.
Contact:Nick Grill
Address:P.O. Box 67
Hinkley, CA 92347

Analytical Report:
Project Name:
Project Number:

Page 1 of 3
No Project
--PAID--Cr

Work Order Number:
Report Date:08-Oct-2012

B2I2778
No

Received on Ice (Y/N):

Temp:

24 °C

Attached is the analytical report for the sample(s) received for your project. Below is a list of the individual
sample descriptions with the corresponding laboratory number(s). Also, enclosed is a copy of the Chain of
Custody document (if received with your sample(s)). Please note any unused portion of the sample(s) may be
responsibly discarded after 30 days from the above report date, unless you have requested otherwise.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve your analytical needs. If you have any questions or concerns regarding
this report please contact our client service department.

Sample Identification
Lab Sample #

Client Sample ID

Matrix

Date Sampled

By

Date Submitted

By

B2I2778-01

#1 Flower St.

Water

09/26/12 13:30

Client

09/26/12 15:50

Nick

B2I2778-02

#2 Flower St.

Water

09/26/12 13:30

Client

09/26/12 15:50

Nick

B2I2778-03

21876 Pioneer Rd., Hinkley

Water

09/26/12 13:30

Client

09/26/12 15:50

Nick

mailing
P.O. Box 432
Riverside, CA 92502-0432

location
6100 Quail Valley Court
Riverside, CA 92507-0704

P 951 653 3351
F 951 653 1662
www.babcocklabs.com

NELAP no. 02101CA
CA Elap no. 2698
EPA no. CA00102

Client Name:Terawatt Construction Inc.
Contact:Nick Grill
Address:P.O. Box 67
Hinkley, CA 92347

Analytical Report:
Project Name:
Project Number:
Work Order Number:

Report Date:08-Oct-2012

Received on Ice (Y/N):
Result

B2I2778-01

RDL

Units

Method

Page 2 of 3
No Project
--PAID--Cr
B2I2778
No

Temp:

24 °C

Analysis Date Analyst

Flag

Sampled: 09/26/12 13:30

#1 Flower St.
Arsenic

6.6

2.0

ug/L

EPA 200.8

10/01/12 23:01

AAV

Manganese

29

20

ug/L

EPA 200.8

10/01/12 23:01

AAV

54

1.0

ug/L

EPA 200.8

10/05/12 11:15

AAV Nconf

1300

40

ug/L

EPA 200.8

10/01/12 23:44

AAV

19

4.0

ug/L

EPA 200.8

10/01/12 23:45

AAV Nconf

5600

250

ug/L

EPA 200.8

10/05/12 13:27

AAV

B2I2778-02

Sampled: 09/26/12 13:30

#2 Flower St.
Arsenic
Manganese

B2I2778-03

Sampled: 09/26/12 13:30

21876 Pioneer Rd., Hinkley
Arsenic
Manganese

mailing
P.O. Box 432
Riverside, CA 92502-0432

location
6100 Quail Valley Court
Riverside, CA 92507-0704

P 951 653 3351
F 951 653 1662
www.babcocklabs.com

NELAP no. 02101CA
CA Elap no. 2698
EPA no. CA00102

Client Name:Terawatt Construction Inc.
Contact:Nick Grill
Address:P.O. Box 67
Hinkley, CA 92347

Analytical Report:
Project Name:
Project Number:
Work Order Number:

Report Date:08-Oct-2012

Received on Ice (Y/N):

Page 3 of 3
No Project
--PAID--Cr
B2I2778
No

Temp:

24 °C

Notes and Definitions

Nconf

Result(s) confirmed by re-analysis.

ND:
NR:

Analyte NOT DETECTED at or above the Method Detection Limit (if MDL is reported), otherwise at or
above the Reportable Detection Limit (RDL)
Not Reported

RDL:

Reportable Detection Limit

MDL:

Method Detection Limit

* / ''' :

NELAP does not offer accreditation for this analyte/method/matrix combination

Approval
Enclosed are the analytical results for the submitted sample(s). Babcock Laboratories certify the data presented as part of
this report meet the minimum quality standards in the referenced analytical methods. Any exceptions have been noted.
Babcock Laboratories and its officers and employees assume no responsibility and make no warranty, express or implied,
for uses or interpretations made by any recipients, intended or unintended, of this report.

cc:

mailing
P.O. Box 432
Riverside, CA 92502-0432

e-Tab_Summary.rpt

location
6100 Quail Valley Court
Riverside, CA 92507-0704

P 951 653 3351
F 951 653 1662
www.babcocklabs.com

NELAP no. 02101CA
CA Elap no. 2698
EPA no. CA00102

Client Name:Terawatt Construction Inc.
Contact:Nick Grill
Address:P.O. Box 67
Hinkley, CA 92347

Analytical Report:
Project Name:
Project Number:
Work Order Number:

Report Date:08-Oct-2012

mailing
P.O. Box 432
Riverside, CA 92502-0432

Received on Ice (Y/N):

location
6100 Quail Valley Court
Riverside, CA 92507-0704

P 951 653 3351
F 951 653 1662
www.babcocklabs.com

Page 1 of 1
No Project
--PAID--Cr
B2I2778
No

Temp:

24 °C

NELAP no. 02101CA
CA Elap no. 2698
EPA no. CA00102

_,

•

Environmental Laboratories"
CHent Name:Terawatt COO$truction Inc.
Contact:Nlck GrUI
Address:P.O

.::....

Analyticai Repon:
Project Name;

Box 67

Page 2 of 3
No Project
--PA1D--CklCr

Project Number:

Hinkley, CA 9234'r

8201632

Work Order Number:

No

Received on Ice (YIN);

Report Date:30-jul-2012

Result

RDL

NO
9.7

1.0
2.0

NO

o.eec

I.191L

EPA218.a

D7/18!12 03:20

rt

20

ugfL

EPA2i)08

07123/12 19:54

Uranium

7.8

1.0

pCilL

EPA 200..

Arsenic

6J'

EPA 200.8

07/2311219:67

1.1

2.0
0.060

ug/L

Hexavalent Chromium
Manganese

ug!L

EPA218.6

07/1811203:35

NO

20

uglL

EPA200.S

07/23/1219:57

UnIts

Method

Temp:

Analysis Date Analyst

Flag

Sampled: 07/16/1213:00

B2G1632..f)1
Roberts

Uranium
Arsenic

'Hexavalent Chromium
Manganese

pCl/i..
ug/L

EPA200.8

07/2511212:44

KRV

EPA 200.8

07/23/12 19:54

KRV Nconf
MV
KRV Nconf

Sampled: 07116112 13:00

82G1832~02
22280 Lower
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Environrnentat Laboratories
Client Name:Terawatt Construction Inc.
Contact Nick Grill
Addreas:P.O. Box 87
Hinkley, CA 92347

AnalytIcal Report:
Project Name:
Project Number:

Page 1013
No Project

--PAID--Ck/Ci
B2G1532

Work Order Number:

Report Date:30-Jul-2012

Temp;

No

Received on lee (Y IN):

24"C

Attached is the analytical report for the sample(s) received for your project. Below is a list of the individual
sample descriptions with the corresponding laboratory number(s). Also, enclosed is a copy of the Chain of
Custody document (if received with your sampJe(s», Please note any unused portion of the sample(s) may be
responsibly discarded after 30 days from the above report date, unless you have requested otherwise
Thank you for the opportunity to serve your analytlcall'leeds.
this report please contact our client service department.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding

Sample Identif~catlon
!:.!!b§a!I!~le #

Cli~nt~mQli 10

Milrix

Q§!i §§ffiQled

lli:

fu:

Date Submitted

B2G1632 ..Q1

Roberts

Water

07/16/12 13;00

Client

071161'1215:52

Nick

B2G1632·0:2

22280 Lower

Water

07/16/1213:00

Client

07/16/1215:52

Nick

The following samples were split from an unpreserved container at the iGooratol'j after submittal and preserved appropJialely.
Federal gulde!lnes (.40CFR Parts 136 and 14'1) instruct preservstlOI1 be performed on s separate container c"llacled at sile'
B2G1632-01
B2G'1632-02

Included in this Data Package please find an amended report for the laboratory numberts) referenced
below.
Laboratory Number:
B2G1632
Reason for Amendment: Due to laboratory error, sample bottles were notlabeled properly.
This report. supersedes the report issued on 27·,Jul..1012.
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EnvirOil rn enta! Laborate rtes

Client Name:Terawatt

Construction

Page 3 of 3
No Project
-~PAID--CkfCr

Analytical Report:
Project Name:
Project Number:

Inc,

Contact Nick Grili

Addres&:P,O, Box 67
Hinkley, GA 92347

B2G1632

Work Order Number:

No

Received on Ice (YIN):

Report Oate:30-Juf·2012

24"C

Temp:

Notee and Definitions

Nconf
ND;

Result(s) confirmed by ra-analysis.

NR:

Analyie NOT DETECTED st or above the Method Detection L.lmit(If MOL Is reported), otherwise at or
above the Reportable Detection Limit (RDL)
Not Reported

RDl:

Reportable Detection Limit

MOL:

Method Detection Limit

+t" :

NELAP does not offer accreditation for this anal)1e/method/matrix

combination

Approval
Enclosed are the analytical results for the submitted sampls(s), Babcock Laboratcjes certify the data presented as part of
this report meet the minimum quality standards in the referenced analytical methods. Any exceptions have been noted.
Sabcock Laboratories and it.s officers and employees assume no responsibility and make 110 warranty, express or implied,
for uses or interpretations made by any f'et'.ipients. intended or unil1t..,nded, of this repmt
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Title 22 Drinking Water Requirements
Regulated Chemicals

Maximum Contaminant Levels
Analvtc

MeL

Nitrate
Nitrare « Nitrite as N
Nitrite as N

45 rng/L

Cyanide

0.5 rng/L
7 MFL

MBAS
Asbestos

} mg/L
6uglL

Fluoride
Perchlorate

Aluminum
Antimony

1000 ug/L
6ug/L
10 ug/L

Barium
Beryllium
Cadmium

1000 ugiL
4ug/L

Chromium

50 ug/ L
1000 ug/L
300 ug/L
15 ug/L
50 ug/L
2 ug/L
100 ug/L

5 ug/L

Copper

Iron
Lead
Manganese
Mercury

Nickel
Selenium
Silver

SOug/L
lOO1.1g/L
2ug/L
5000 ug/L

Thai I iurn

Zinc

..

'\ ,;';":~"'--"'.~\""_"""""'_'" 'I.'~'.-. ,._.,.
P O. \.~Q)( ~~~';
,~,~,._

! 0 mg/L
J mg/L
0,15 mg/L
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\

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 12/6/1999 to 12/6/1999

Min-0 Max-1 Avg-0.1
10 Record(s) 5/21/1990 to 5/14/2007

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
4 Record(s) 5/21/1990 to 5/16/1996

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 3/3/1992 to 3/3/1992

SANT
A FE

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 3/3/1992 to 3/3/1992

OLD HIGHWAY 58

Ä
Min-0 Max-19 Avg-9.5
2 Record(s) 3/4/1952 to 3/3/1992

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 6/24/2005 to 6/24/2005

HINKLEY

Min-0 Max-2 Avg-0.67
3 Record(s) 5/25/1988 to 5/27/1992
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 3/3/1992 to 3/3/1992

Min-0 Max-2 Avg-0.39
22 Record(s) 5/21/1984 to 5/13/2008

Min-0 Max-3 Avg-2.13
12 Record(s) 5/29/1987 to 10/23/2006

Min-3 Max-3 Avg-3
1 Record(s) 5/29/1987 to 5/29/1987

COMMUNITY

Min-75 Max-75 Avg-75
1 Record(s) 3/3/1992 to 3/3/1992

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
6 Record(s) 1/26/2001 to 1/7/2011
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
5 Record(s) 1/26/2001 to 1/7/2011

Min-0 Max-3 Avg-0.34
17 Record(s) 5/29/1987 to 5/15/2008
Min-27 Max-40 Avg-33.5
2 Record(s) 10/23/1981 to 3/30/1982

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
2 Record(s) 8/3/1994 to 1/11/2010

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 3/27/1952 to 3/27/1952

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 3/27/1952 to 3/27/1952

Min-0 Max-8.3 Avg-0.64
13 Record(s) 5/21/1984 to 2/19/2004
Min-0 Max-3.8 Avg-1.6
3 Record(s) 6/9/1994 to 1/13/2010

Min-0 Max-4.9 Avg-0.33
15 Record(s) 5/21/1984 to 1/7/2011
Min-0 Max-53 Avg-6.77
24 Record(s) 5/21/1984 to 1/7/2011

Min-51 Max-51 Avg-51
1 Record(s) 6/25/1992 to 6/25/1992

Min-0 Max-1 Avg-0.33
3 Record(s) 6/25/1992 to 1/11/2010
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
2 Record(s) 7/28/1994 to 12/17/2009

Min-0 Max-2 Avg-0.67
3 Record(s) 6/25/1992 to 1/13/2010

Min-0 Max-6.5 Avg-0.52
18 Record(s) 5/21/1984 to 1/7/2011

Min-2 Max-2 Avg-2
1 Record(s) 7/28/1994 to 7/28/1994

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
3 Record(s) 8/15/1995 to 1/12/2010

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 7/28/1994 to 7/28/1994
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
3 Record(s) 7/29/1994 to 1/11/2010

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 7/12/1978 to 7/12/1978

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 2/5/1952 to 2/5/1952

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
9 Record(s) 3/17/1987 to 1/21/1998

LENWOOD

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
10 Record(s) 3/9/1988 to 10/8/2001

Min-159.28 Max-159.28 Avg-159.28
1 Record(s) 10/15/1997 to 10/15/1997

Min-0 Max-2 Avg-0.74
10 Record(s) 6/25/1981 to 5/15/2008

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
2 Record(s) 8/16/1995 to 12/14/2009
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 10/15/1997 to 10/15/1997
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
2 Record(s) 10/15/1997 to 12/14/2009

Min-330 Max-330 Avg-330
1 Record(s) 9/15/2009 to 9/15/2009

Min-1 Max-19 Avg-10
2 Record(s) 8/16/1995 to 12/14/2009

Min-10 Max-19 Avg-14.5
2 Record(s) 12/1/1994 to 3/3/1995

Min-3 Max-3 Avg-3
1 Record(s) 12/1/1994 to 12/1/1994

Min-260 Max-260 Avg-260
1 Record(s) 9/7/1995 to 9/7/1995
Min-340 Max-340 Avg-340
1 Record(s) 9/8/1995 to 9/8/1995

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 11/22/1996 to 11/22/1996

Min-2 Max-3 Avg-2.5
2 Record(s) 6/25/1981 to 7/13/1989

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
2 Record(s) 4/27/2005 to 10/5/2011
Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 11/11/2004 to 11/11/2004

Min-2 Max-7 Avg-3.6
5 Record(s) 6/3/1982 to 6/25/1987

Min-0 Max-5 Avg-2.25
4 Record(s) 3/2/1995 to 12/14/2009

Min-0 Max-10 Avg-2.92
12 Record(s) 5/29/1987 to 10/18/2001

Min-0 Max-2 Avg-0.5
4 Record(s) 5/31/1988 to 10/26/1990
Min-0 Max-1 Avg-0.67
3 Record(s) 7/13/1989 to 5/18/1993

MA

Min-1.514 Max-11.61 Avg-5.23
4 Record(s) 10/14/2004 to 5/20/2008

IN

15
§
¦
¨

Min-0 Max-0 Avg-0
1 Record(s) 5/6/1959 to 5/6/1959

/

Legend
Nicholas Grill Property
Manganese >50 µg/L

NA
TI

ON

AL

TR

AI
LS

Manganese < 50 µg/L

Min-0 Max-47 Avg-11.35
12 Record(s) 5/28/1987 to 10/27/1998

Manganese N/D

0

0.25

0.5
Miles

1

DRAFT

FIGURE 1

IRZ Manganese Data Distribution
(Displayed data was obtained from 3 different sources: PG&E, Nick Grill et al. and Water Board)

N

IRZ AREA
(Colloquially referred to by the
CAC as the “Reactor Box”)

Data Points from
Mr. Nick Grill

Note: All information shown in this Figure was derived from Google Earth topography. Groundwater sampling
data was supplied to PNL by PG&E in PNL’s role as IRP Manager. Data independently collected by CAC
Member Mr. Nick Grill, and separately by the Water Board is also included (see Figure 2 for this raw data.)

FIGURE 2

Manganese Data Collected Separately in the Vicinity of the
IRZ by Mr. Nick Grill and the Water Board

Note: PNL was simply provided with the above numbers. PNL has plotted the data in accompanying Figure 1. Since PNL was not
involved in the Nick Grill or separate Water Board sampling events. We therefore do not know if the data was collected in
accordance with an SOP per a Work Plan. PNL renders no judgement as to the accuracy of the information and data. Nick Grill
provided data for specific domestic wells and Water Board results during October 2012.

FIGURE 3

IRZ Manganese Data Distribution
The upper image, taken from the EIR, shows only
Mn data located within the 3.1 ppb Cr6 plume and
OU1 areas. Recent data collection by Mr. Nick
Grill, (which is of interest to the CAC), suggests
that Mn measurements also occur beyond the
above boundaries.

Existing Dissolved Manganese
within the Project Area
Upper image: Extracted from the Draft EIR’s Figure 3.1-11
(Figure 3.1-11, Draft Environmental Impact Report, Comprehensive
Groundwater Cleanup Strategy for Historical Chromium Discharger
from PG&E’s Hinkley Compressor Station, San Bernardino County,
prepared by ICF International August 2012)

N

Source: Prepared by PG&E, 2012 for the EIR using
recent monitoring data.

IRZ AREA

Dissolved Manganese
Distribution
Lower image: Also shown in
Figure 1, was prepared by the IRP
Manager, and includes Mr. Nick
Gill’s Mn data points
(PG&E + Nick et al. and Water Board)

Note: All information shown in this Figure was derived from Google Earth topography. Groundwater sampling data was
supplied to PNL by Nick Grill and PG&E. PNL was not present during Nick Grill’s sampling of groundwater in the southwest
area adjacent to the IRZ. Nick Grill provided data for specific domestic wells and Water Board results during October 2012.

